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A. Direction: Read the following paragraphs and answer the following questions.

How does a butterfly grow? It starts out as a tiny egg. It becomes a caterpillar. It eats lots of leaves. It
grows and grows. Then it goes inside a cocoon. At last, it comes out. It's a butterfly

How does a frog grow? It starts out as a tiny egg in the water. The egg grows into a tadpole. It keeps

changing. It eats tiny plants. It grows and grows. At last, it hops out of the pond. It's a frog!

How does a flower grow? It starts out as a seed. Sun and rain help the seed grow. Roots grow into the
ground. The plant grows and grows. At last, a bud opens. It's a flower!

- What do you think the butterfly will do next?

- What does ltop mean?

- What is the main idea of this paragraph?

A rogue security software program tries to make you think that your computer is infected by a virus and

usually prompts you to download or buy a product that removes the virus. The names of these products

frequently contain words like Antivirus, Shield, Security, Protection, or Fixer. This makes them sound

legitimate. They frequently run right after you download them, or the next time that your computer

starts. Rogue security software can prevent applications, such as Internet Explorer, from opening. Rogue

security software might also display legitimate and important Windows files as infections.

- Choose a topic which best describes the paragraph.

- The word Antivirus should be in the name of the products that ........ the virus.

According to Greek myth, the strife between the Trojans and the Greeks started at the wedding of
Peleus, King of Thessaly, and Thetis, a sea nymph. A11 of the gods and goddesses had been invited to the

wedding celebration in Troy except Eris, goddess of discord. She had been omitted from the guest iist
because her presence always embroiled mortals and immorlals alike in conflict.

- Why had Eris been omitted from the guest list?



B. Direction: Read the following paragraph and write the references of the words underlined.

After further study, the Wright brothers concluded that the published tables of air pressure on curved
surfaces must be Ilong. They set up a wind tunnel and began a series of experiments with model wings.
Because of their efforts, the old tables were repealed in time and replaceA Uy the first reliable figures for
air pressure on curved surfaces. This work, in turn, made it possible for the-brothers to design a machine
that would fly. Il 1903 the Wrights built their first airplane, which cost less than $1,00d. They even
designed and built their own source of propulsion-a lightweight gasoline engine. When they started the
engine on December 17, the airplane pulsated wildly before taking off. The plun. -unugedio stay aloft
for 12 seconds, however, and it flew l2A feet.

I't line (that: . . ...... .)
2'o line (They: .. . .. ........1
4rh line (This: .... ... )
8'hline(it: .... .......)

C. Direction: Fill in the blank with the words below.

(hold, except, immediately, pray, boardroom, touches, royalty, accept, gloves, row, nations, )

In the 1980s, people wore high shoes with a long_ of buttons.
Stop talking ! The rest started seven minutes ago.
some countries did not want to letters from other countries.
Someone invented the fountain pen that could ink inside it.
In the past, the umbrella was the sign of *d importance.
Two fighter kneel and to God.
Oman is one of the Arab
He is also the ioser if any part of his body _ his feet the floor.
Two fighters were wearing _ 
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D. Direction: Fill in the blanks according to the parts underrined.

Some people call ballpoint pens "Bics". Australians call them "biros." Whatever we call them, we use
them every day.

Whatever means

His zippers didn't stay closed very well. This was embarrassing and many people didn,t buy many of
them.

- them refers to

England was probably the first country in Europe where ordinary people used umbrellas against the rain,
England has a rainy climate, and umbrellas are very useful there.

- Umbrellas are very useful in England because



E. Writing.
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504 Absolutely Essential Words

1. keen:.
2. descend:

3. bulky:
4. tendency:

7. scarce:
8. persuade:
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